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Peaks of the balkans  

“An Albanian’s house is the dwelling of God and the guest.’ Of God and the 
guest, you see. So before it is the house of its master, it is the house of 

one’s guest. The guest, in an Albanian’s life, represents the supreme ethical 
category, more important than blood relations. One may pardon the man 

who spills the blood of one’s father or of one’s son, but never the blood of a 
guest.”

Man booker price winner, Ismail Kadare, Novel Broken April 

"I think no place where human beings live has given me such an 
impression of majestic isolation from all the world"  

Edith Durham, English traveler
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July 15 Arrival in Peja 

On your first day you and the rest of the group will gather in Hotel Park Karagc to get the 
briefing and meet each other. Not everyone will sleep in this hotel.   

July 16: Liqenat - Babino Polje

Distance: 15.8 KM 
Uphill: 1150  
Downhill 1100  
Minimal elevation: 1438 Maximal Elevation 2276 

This day will begin with a 4x4 transfer to Liqenat where you will begin your hike over the 
border into Montenegro. This intense 15.8-kilometer hike offers some of the region’s 
most breathtaking views, passing several glacial lakes and water sources. The second 
part of this hike is expected to be “tourist free”, and it offers spectacular views  at the 
City of Peja, and the rest of the accursed mountains. On the first part you will walk 
toward the Lake Liqenat one of the most beautifull glacial lakes in Kosovo.
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July 17: Babino Polje - Plav 

Distance: 20 KM 
Uphill: 719  
Downhill 125  
Minimal elevation: 1152 Maximal Elevation 2100
This is one of the longest hikes during your trip, however it is not that difficult as there 
are not to many steep parts during the trail. You will be crossing through Hrid lake one of 
the pearls of the Accursed Mountains in Montenegro. You will then continue through 
shepherds villages, where you can stop and shop for some milk or freshly made cheese. 
Though it is long it has very little altitude gain and is considered as a moderate rather 
than a hard trail.  

July 18: Plav - Vusanje (Ropojane lake) transfer hike to Theth (Possibility to end 
the hike and go in Albania seaside)

Distance: 18 KM 
Uphill: 1,110  
Downhill 1,440  
Minimal elevation: 720 Maximal Elevation 1740

We will provide a transfer by 4x4 from Plav to Ropojane lake to cut a village road of the 
trail. This is where you will begin the 18 kilometre hike to the historic Albanian village of 
Theth. The path passes along the craggiest part of the Accursed mountains or Prokletje/

Babino Polje 
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Albanian Alps, which was a forbidden zone during the Communist era. In addition to the 
dramatic cliffs that form the backdrop for the day’s hike, you will also see a military 
bunker and the old border crossing signs as you cross into Albania. The hike finishes in 
the remote village of Theth, which is famous for its traditional way of life and stone 
houses.  

Plav is the biggest city in the Montenegrin side of the Accursed Mountains. These 
regions are mostly populated with Boshnjaks and the Albanian minority of Montenegro. 
This territory has been separated from the Ottoman Empire to be joined with 
Montenegro at the Congress of Berlin in 1878. The transfer of the land was bloody as 
the Albanian speaking population did not want to join Montenegro. 

Day July 19 Theth - Nderlyse Theth

Distance: 10 KM 
Uphill: 436  
Downhill 266  
Minimal elevation: 496 Maximal Elevation 784 
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The village of Theth is one of the most picturesque places in Northern Albania. 
Preserved by the wild nature and very bad roads, the village has still the kulla and other 
buildings dating back in middle ages. 
The village is 100 per cent roman catholic, and has the most unique structure in the 
world Kulla e Ngujimit. This is a three story rock tower with no windows. It served as the 
self imposed exile for people who were involved in blood feuds. 
You will spend this day walking in the village toward the waterfalls and naturally created 
“bath-tubs” of the river Shala. This is a short relaxing walk full of culture and natural 
beauties. For return one can choose a car transfer or a walk in the same road.  

July 20 - Theth - Valbone (Possibility to end the hike, and get a transfer through 
the lake or through Gjakova. You can also join the hike here for the next 3 days) 

Distance: 14 KM 
Uphill: 1068  
Downhill 792  
Minimal elevation: 745 Maximal Elevation 1759 

Today you will do one of Albania’s most iconic hikes from Theth (745 m) over the 
Valbona Pass (1759 m) to the town of Valbona (995 m) in the heart of the eponymous 
national park. This 14-kilometer route follows the path of an ancient mule track linking 
the tribal regions of Shala and Nikaj. The hike goes through a narrow crest that gives a 
view in both of the valleys and it the most southern glacier in the world. After a difficult 
ascent, you will walk slowly in the track to get to the village of Valbona.
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You will be walking between the catholic valley of Shala and the Muslim valley of 
Valbona. The Albanian Catholics are descendants of pro Venetian Albanians living in the 
city of Shkodra. These are the most southern Roman Catholics in Europe as the divide 
between the Orthodoxy and Roman Catholics is Croatia. The Albanian catholic tribes 
have moved to these mountains to preserve their religion from the ottoman rule. 

July 21: Valbona - Cerrem 

Distance: 14 KM 
Uphill: 1100  
Downhill 900  
Minimal elevation: 2048 Maximal Elevation 955 

This trail will go next to Kollata Keqe or Zla Kolata peak which is the highest peak of 
Montenegro. This trail has been opened later as the usual Valbona Cerrem trail is mostly 
a tractor trail offering very little. This is one of the best hikes in the Peaks of the Balkans 
trail of BNA. Part of the hike is quite steep and will take you to the rocky platou where 
you can turn and climb Kollata or not. This part of the trail goes to Montenegrin territory.  
You can decide on the way if you want to extend the trail to climb the peak or just go 
next to it (Additional cost advance notice). The village of Cerrem is very small and it was 
creted from the summer shepherds camp when the border between Yugoslavia and 
Albania was closed. 

Doberdol
Photo Ken Space for BNA
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July 22: Cerem - Doberdol 

Distance: 15 KM 
Uphill: 1025  
Downhill 449  
Minimal elevation: 1152 Maximal Elevation 1920 

You will walk between two shepherds villages which are inhabited only during the 
summer in order to use the abundant pastures. Doberdol a village which is connected to 
the world only by small tracks is not reachable by cars. On the way you will pass through 
the village of Balqin, part of the Gashi valley from where also the Gashi tribe comes 
from. This part of the mountains are under strict protection, as they are also home to 
glacial lakes of Sulbica platou. Gashi woodlands are under UNESCO protection as part 
of the Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians and the Ancient Beech Forests of 
Germany, which now stretches over 12 countries: Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Germany, Italy, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Ukraine.

July 23 - Doberdol - Gjeravice 

Distance: 18 KM 
Uphill: 915  
Downhill 980  
Minimal elevation: 1534 Maximal Elevation 2290 

This path will take you to Kosovo a border which is almost not protected at all. However 
during the communist regimes in this part of the world this was the border between 
Albania and Yugoslavia and one of the most protected borders in the world. 

You will be hiking again between two shepherds villages in two different countries, 
however sharing same culture and language. These two valleys have been connected 
by culture but disconnected by political borders. This hike includes the passing next to 
the glacial lakes which are also the source of the Ereniku RIver which creates the 
Decani Gorge. This will include the climbing of Gjeravica, which adds another hour to the 
hike. Soime can choose to chill by the lake and skip this climb. 

Included: 

Guide: 8 days  
Sleepover: 9 nights 
Transfers: Pickup in Peja, return in Peja  
Luggage transfer: From guest house to guest house  
Food: From 16 to 23 three meals 
Price: Euro 850

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1133
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Cheese maker 
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